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MOTTO

َّ ِإ َّن
ِ اء ذِي ْالقُرْ بَ ٰى َوٌَ ْن َه ٰى ع َِه ْالفَ ْحش
ِ َ ان َو ِإٌت
َ اْل ْح
ِ س
ِ ْ اَّللَ ٌَأ ْ ُم ُر ِب ْالعَ ْد ِل َو
ِ ًَاء َو ْال ُمنك َِر َو ْالبَ ْغ
َۚ
َّ
ُ
َۚۚ ٌََ ِعظ ُك ْم لَعَل ُك ْم تَرَ َّك ُرون
Artinya: “Sesungguhnya Allah menyuruh (kamu) berlaku adil dan berbuat
kebajikan, memberi kepada kaum kerabat, dan Allah melarang dari perbuatan
keji, kemungkaran dan permusuhan. Dia memberi pengajaran kepadamu agar
kamu dapat mengambil pelajaran.” (QS.An-Nahl: 90)
Indeed, Allah orders justice and good conduct and giving to relatives and forbids
immorality and bad conduct and oppression. He admonishes you that perhaps you
will be reminded. (QS. An;Nahl; 90)1

1

Q.S An-NAhl: 90 Retrieved fromhttps://quran.kemenag.go.id/sura/17 accessed on
th
October, 18 2020 on 11:57 am
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ABSTRACT

Abdur Rahman, 2020 : Personality Disorder as seen in Joker Movie by Todd
Phillip

Supervisor I : Ulfatmi Azlan, M.A
Supervisor II : Firdiansyah, M.A.

The aim of this study is to observe any types of personality disorder and
causes a person can experience personality disorder. Therefore, this study
applies Theodore Millon‘s theory of personality disorder.
This research uses descriptive qualitative research. Data from this research
is a man in movie Joker and other sources related to problem formulation. The
data were analyzed from the attitudes, behaviors and events experienced by
Arthur Fleck using Theodore Millon‘s theory.
The results of this study indicate that Arthur has several personality
disorders. The 5 types of personality disorder experienced by Arthur, borderline
personality disorder, depressive personality disorder, sadistic personality
disorder, antisocial personality disorder, and negativistic personality disorder.
Personality disorder in Arthur's character is triggered by Psychologial factor and
environmental factor.

Keywords

: Personality Disorder, Joker, Psychoanalytic.
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ABSTRAK

Abdur Rahman,2020 : Personality Disorder as seen in Joker Movie by Todd
Phillip

Supervisor 1
Supervisor 2

: Ulfatmi Azlan, MA.
: Firdiansyah, M.A.

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengamati apa saja jenis-jenis gangguan
kepribadian dan apa saja yang menyebabkan seseorang dapat mengalami
gangguan kepribadian. Oleh karena itu, penelitian ini menerapkan teori
Theodore Millon tentang gangguan kepribadian.
Penelitian ini menggunakan penelitian kualitatif deskriptif. Data dari
peneitian ini adalah laki-laki dalam film Joker dan sumber-sumber lain yang
terkait dengan perumusan masalah. Data dianalisis dari sikap, perilaku dan
peristiwa yang dialami Arthur Fleck menggunakan teori Theodore Millon.
Hasil penelitian ini meunjukkan bahwa Arthur Fleck memiliki gangguan
kepribadian. 5 gangguan kepribadian yang dialami Arthur, yaitu gangguan
kepribadian ambang, gangguan kepribadian depresif, gangguan kepribadian
sadistik, gangguan kepribadian antisosial, and dan gangguan kepribadia
negatiistik. Gangguan kepribadian dalam karakter Arthur dipicu oleh faktor
psikologi dan faktor lingkungan.

Kata Kunci

: Gangguan Kepribadian, Joker, psikoanalisis.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Problem
Literature is written to be understood and enjoyed. It will make life less
tedious and one will feel that the hours pass more quickly. When people reads
the literary work, they can learn not only about the literature itself but also
others such as historical events and social issues. By understanding literary
work, people are able to expand his minds or refine their sense of life.
Literature is a kind of arts, in the form of writing it expresses many
aspects of human life. According to Wellek and Warren in M Keith Booker‘s
book said that ―literature is a primarily an animation of life as it is and of
social life in particular because literature is no subtitute for sociology or
politics. It has own justification and aim‖.2
Literature is one of the most creative and universal. It means to
communicate the emotion, spiritual and intellectual concern of mankind.
Sometimes most of the student feel that literature is the terrible subjects and
make them nervous to study. However, literature will be an interesting thing.
One of the forms of literary works is a movie. A movie is the medium of
a message that want to be presented for the moviegoers. Movie becomes a
media to entertain, educate, and improve knowledge. As a medium, movie is a
good solution of some life problems. Movie shows another life that closed to
the real life.
Watching movie is one of the daily activities for some people. People can
feel happy, sad, mad, dissapointed, ect. When they watch movie. According to
Mario Klarer in his book ―an introduction to literary studies‖:movie is
idiosyncratic modes of presentation such as cameraangle, editing, montage,
slow and fast motion often parallel features of literary text or can be explained
within a textual freamwork. Film is specific characteristics and terminology. 3
2

M. Keith booker. A practical Introduction to Literary Theory And Criticism, (New York :
Longman Publisher, 1996), p.19
3
Mario Klarer, An Introduction to Literary Studies Second Edition, (London and New

1

2

Lonergan notes that movie is photographic process, involving the effects
of light and chemical on sensitive paper.4 Wanadilok says that movie is
authentic medium which carry true impression and concepts with animation5.
Meanwhile, according to The American Heritage Dictionary of English
Language, movie also called a motion picture. Motion picture is a series filmed
images view in sufficiently rapid succession to create the illution of motion and
continuity.6 Movie shows another life that closed to the real life. The
moviegoers can watch all the part of the story, mostly all the movies have
conflict inside and people can learn anything about life from there.
Movie is a powerful medium to visualize educational values, social
critics although it is only an art product. Movie has a special meaning and a
significance to teach about human being to see themselves, their situations,
their hopes, their problems, and their fears in real world.
As described above, the literature as an element of the film has become a
media culture that is evolving. The movie is able to summarize and present the
social culture that existed long ago in the form of mythical tales into a story
that can be enjoyed in the form of audio-visual equipment. The message and
the existing cultural values can be channeled into a moral lesson for movie
lovers.
Movie as a medium of education is exciting to be presented to the
children7. Not all movies have positive values that build character of children.
Many movies are bad and should not be the children‘s consumption aired on
television every day be a major spectacle for children but not a few good
movies for moral education of children. In this case the important role of
parents in choosing entertainment for children in the form of movies.

York: Roudladge,2004),p.56
4
Jack lonergan, video in language teaching. (Cambridge University Press:
Cambridge,1998),p.7
5
Kosum Wanadilok.‖toward more effective language teaching through educational films‖.
Guidelines for Audio-Visual Aids,(Singapore:Regional Language Centre,1981),p.59
6
The American Heritage dictionary of The English Language, New Collage Edition, p.856
7
Monaco, how to read film: movies, medi, multimedia, 3rd Edition (New York: Oxford
University press,2000), p. 48
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Movie is a serie of images recorded on film, tape, or video that appears to
move when played through a film projector or a video entertainment system. It
can be enjoyed from all sides because it is only a story about present , but also
about the past or the future. Movie itself can remain us about tragedy in the
past or the result of our habit in the future. If we talk about movie, it
commonly related to Hollywood. Hollywood is not only entertainment
industry, but also becames the largest commercial industry in the world.
Hollywood has produced film in many genres, such as action, drama, comedy,
science-fiction, history and so on. And there are also many interesting issues
become a story in movie is personality disorder.
The word personality is derived from the Latin term persona, originally
representing the theatrical mask used by ancient dramatic players8. Personality
disorders are a form of psychopathology arising from impairments in self- and
relational functioning. The personality disorders included paranoid, schizoid,
inadequate, and antisocial.
Traditionally, personality disorder is diagnosed in adulthood due to
rigid and pervasive maladaptive petterns of cognitions, affect, and behavior.
Personality disorder can be recognized in adolescence because the structure of
disfunctional characteristics at that stage is similar to the structure of
personality disorder in adulthood (Westen et al. 2003). In adition, to biological
and psychological considerations, personality disorder develops in a socio
structural context and appears to be socially sensitive.
Although the roles of social factors have not been widely studied, a
number of theoretical models have been proposed. One hypothesis suggests
that modernity and social change have increased the risk for impulsive
personality disorders and is supported by crosscultural studies that have found
lower rate of antisocial personality disorder in ore additonal societies ( Hwu et
al. 1989).
8

Theodore Millon, Personality Disorder inModernLife 2nd Edition,(New Jersey: John
willy & sons .Inc, 2004),p.2
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The researcher takes this research because the researcher wants to
describe the values that can be a guidance for individuals or groups to set their
behavior especially in relation to moral disorder . The researcher will use the
theory of moral disorder by Theodore Millon.
The writer choose this film as the object of the research because it has
many controversial issues in this movie. In the other hand, this movie
successfully grabbed two Golden Lions award and two Oscars Golden Globe in
Venesia Film Festival (VFF) as one of the best movie in 2019. According to
CNN, the main actor of this movie, Joaquin Phoenix gets ‗best actor‘ as the
main character in film Joker.9 Moreover, there has been no research about this
movie.
This paper is going to deal with the personality disorder in movieJoker
by Todd Phillip; telling a man disregarded by society. Joker is an american
psychological movie directed by Todd Phillip. The main character is Arthur
Fleck, a comedian who has a mental disorder that ultinately commits a crime10.
Many moral disorder that can be learned from this movie, especially the main
character. One of the interesting moral disorder is when a character named
Arthur Flack was on the way back home by subway, Arthur was afflickted by
three businessmen. Spontaneously, he shots them all by the gun.
By knowing that fact, which becomes the most interesting reason of
choosing this subject, the writer tries to find out and analyze Personality
Disorder as seen in Joker movie by Todd Phillip.

9

https://m.liputan6.com/citizen6/read/4091583/tak-senang-lihat-kesuksesan-film-jokerjoaquin-phoenix (accesses on February 17. 2020)
10
Yustina Fitriani, Analisys Of Psychological Aspect Of The Main Character In Movie “
joker” Based On Sigmund Freud Theory,(kalimantan;Nadlatul Ulama University 2019), p.1
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B. Formulation of the Problem
Based on background of the problem above, the formulation of the
problem of this research can be formulated as follow:
1. What kinds of personality disorder which are seen in Jokermovie by Todd
Phillip?
2. What are the causes of personality disorder reflected tothe main character in
film Joker?
C. Limitation of the Problem
To make this research focus, the writer limited the analysis only on
personality disorder as seen in the main character Arthur Phillip of Joker movie
which was released in 2019. The writer put the data from scene used captured
of the movie and dialogues that show moral disorders in this film by Todd
Phillip.
D. Purpose of the Research
Based on formulation of the problem above, the purpose of the Research
are:
1. To find out the kinds of personality disorder which seen in Joker movie by
Todd Phillip.
2. To know what are the causes of personality disorder reflected to the main
character in film Joker.

E. Significant of the Research
This paper would be expected can give the information or knowladge
about moral disorder from the movie Joker by Todd Phillip, and to enlardge
the readers attention to analize literary works not only by one side but also
from another side as the writer will. The writer hopes that the result of this
reseach could give some contributions for the literature field especially to the
English Literature in Adab and Hummanities Faculty of State Islamic
University (UIN) sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi. Furthermore, the writer
hopes this research could encourage the readers to be more care,interesting
and never bored in studying and researching the literary works as well. Than

6

hopefully, this research might be significant for improving the science of
language and for readers as student of this institution and also to improve
their knowladge and their understanding about literature will be deeper than
before.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Psychological Approach
In this case, the writer applies psychological approach to analyze the
movie. In literature, literary work is considered as mirror of author‘
psychology. Because of that reason, the research of psychology of literature is
important.
In literature, literary work is considered as mirror of author‘s psychology.
Because of that reason, the research of psychology of literature is important.
Endraswara (2011:96) said that psychology of literature is study of literature by
looking at the work as activity of psychology. The authors will use creation,
feeling, and work in working. It is similar to the reader, in giving response to
the work it cannot be separated from their own psychology.
Psychology is a branch of science that is the object of the discission is
the state of human soul. This approch seeks to understand hman behavior, why
and how they do things and also understand how these creature thinking and
feeling. Psychology aproach is a way of analisys based on the viewpoint of
psychology and departed from the assumption that the literary work always
discuss about the event of human life and adressing emission in life.
Psychology is an academic and applied discipline that involves the
scientific study

of mental function and behaviors.11 Psychology has the

immediate goal of understanding of individuals mind and the way they are
thinking in group or in their individual by establishing general principles by
their conscious or conscious mind in specific cases with ultimately aims to
benefit society. According to Freud in David‘s book: uncoscious area of the
mind which can, and does, wield strong influence over our conscious mind12.
The conscious mind cannot cope with some of the unsavory buried in the

11

James F. Brenan,sejarah dan sistem psikologi, ( Jakarta: PT. Raja Grafindo Persada,
2006), p.23
12
David Charter, Literary Theory, (Great Britain: Cox & Wyman, Reading, 2006), p.70
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unconscious, and when they thereaten to surface represses them, atempting in
practice to deny their reality.
According to Sigmund Freud in the book of Booker he explained that:
―model, the human psyche is not a single integrated entity but in fact
consist of three very different parts (―id‖, ―superego‖, ―ego‖), essentially
three different minds, which have different goals and desires and operate
accordeng to different principles. The id is for Freud the site of natural
drives; it is a dark area of seething passion that known only desire
residing and has no sense of moderation or limitation. The superego is an
authority that establishes strict limitation. The superego is an authority
that astablishes strict limitation on the fullfilment of the unrestrained
desire residing in the id. The ego moderates between the authoritarian
demands of the superego and the unmitigateddesire of the id. Essentially
equivalent to conscious, thinking mind, the ego is also the prinscipal
interface between the psyche and the outside world‖.13
It means the psychoalanytic approach is related with stated of the mind in
fictional foam. Freud proposes that human‘s personality consist of three
structures that are id, ego, superego. Id is the site of natural drives, it is a dark
area. Superego is an internalizedrepresentstion of the authority of the father of
society and ego is a moderates between the authoritarian demands of superego.
includes of the instinctive and primitive behavior. According to Freud, the id is
the source of all psychic energy. It means the id is basic of behavior personality
or primary process that comes to go instinctive amnd primitive necessary that
other psychic agencies protect the individual and society. The first of these
regulating agencies, that protect the individual, is the ego.14 Thus, it can be
concluded the ego appears because he id, the ego as a half
The other regulating agent which primeraly functions to protect society is
the superego. Largely unconscious , the superego is the moral censoring

13

Keith Booker, A Principle Introduction to Literary Theory and Criticism. (New York:
Longman publisher,1996), p.29
14
Wilfred L. Guiren. Et .all. A Handbook Of Critical Approach to Literature. (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2005), p.156
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agency, the respository of conscience and pride15. Thus, it can be concluded
that the superego gives the assessment, norms, and side right.

B. Personality
Personality is an individual habitual way of thinking, feeling, percieving,
and reacting to the world. As soon as we became concious of the existence of
the self and aware of the other, evolutionary processes habe certainly shaped
our wide array of personality adaptation, style and disorders and will continou
to do. Human always show a desire to alleviate the suffering of those who
experience. lrecquirements of contemporary society. Such systems comprise
what clinical scientist called personality disorders.16
Personality refers to important and relatively stable aspects of behavior17.
Some theorists contend that personality can be studied only by observing
external, social behavior. However, the majority of psychologists define
personality as originating within the individual. These theorists emphasize that
personality may exist in the absence of other people, and may have aspects that
are not visible. Personality deals with a wide range of human behavior. To
most theorists, personality includes virtually everything about a person-mental,
emotional, social, and physical.

Personality is the patterning of characteristics across the entire matrix of
the person (Theodore Millon:2000). Personality regards the total configuration
of the person‘s characteristic: interpersonal, cognitive, psychodynamic, and
biological. Personality refers to important and relatively stable aspects of
behavior.18

15

Wilfred L. Guiren. Et .all. A Handbook Of Critical Approach to Literature. (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2005), p.157-158
16
Jeffrey J. Magnavita , Hand Book OF Personality Disorder, Theory and Practice (New
jersey:hoboen, 2004) p. 3-4
17
Robert B. Ewen, an Introduction To Theories of Personality. (New york : psychology
Press, 2014) p.4
18
Theodore Millon, Personality Disorder inModernLife 2nd Edition,(New Jersey: John
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Freud‘s original drive theory, which sees personality primarily in terms
of internal struggles among the id (primary energies such as sexuality and
aggression), the superego (the messages from ―the dominant mass of
ideas‖from society), and the ego (the executive within that has the job of
negotiating between the irrational demands of the id and the restraints imposed
by society.19
Fairbairn (1954) described the schizoid personality as the prototype of all
personality disorders and provided an understanding of the psychodynamics of
these patients unsurpassed to this day. He described the splitting operations
separating ―good‖ and ―bad‖ internalized object relations, the motivated self
and object representations that comprise the split off object relations, the
consequent impoverishment of interpersonal relations, and their replacement
by a defensive hypertrophy of fantasy life.
In contrast, Livesley (1998, 2001) proposed only two core criteria for
defining personality disorder. He concluded that review of the clinical
literature on personality disorders reveals two major features of dysfunction
that can be used to elegantly and parsimoniously define personality disorder
(Step 1). He suggested personality disorder could be clinically defined by
chronic interpersonal dysfunction and problems with self or identity.
The former is characterized by pervasive abnormalities in social
functioning, including failure to develop adaptive relational functioning,
impairments in cooperative and pro-social relational capacity, and instability
and poor integration of their mental representations of others and relationships.

willy & sons .Inc, 2004),p.266
19
Ibid, p.180
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C. Personality Disorder Theory
Personality disorder is a broad group of abnormal personality which the
individual is believed to exhibit mall adaptive patterns of behavior acquired
since childhood. The main study of the research is personality disorder..
Personality disorders are class of mental disorder characterized by
enduring maladaptive patterns of behavior, cognition, and inner experience,
exhibited across many contexts and deviating, from those accepted by the
individual‘s culture.
Personality is an individual habitual way of thinking, feeling, percieving,
and reacting to the world. As soon as we became concious of the existence of
the self and aware of the other, evolutionary processes habe certainly shaped
our wide array of personality adaptation, style and disorders and will continou
to do. Human always show a desire to alleviate the suffering of those who
experience mental disorder. Especially for those system

that poorly

functioning to recquirements of contemporary society. Such systems comprise
what clinical scientist called personality disorders.20
Personality disorder is the firts and foremost a construct that social
clinical scientist use in attempt to deal with complex phenomenon that result
when the personality system is not functioning optimally. Personality remains
a useful coherent contruct to understand these and other disturbing
phenomenon21.
Personality is the patterning of characteristics across the entire matrix of
the person (Theodore Millon:2000). Personality regards the total configuration
of the person‘s characteristic: interpersonal, cognitive, psychodynamic, and
biological. Personalityrefers to important and relatively stable aspects of
behavior.22

20

Jeffrey J. Magnavita , Hand Book OF Personality Disorder, Theory and Practice (New
jersey:hoboen, 2004) p. 3-4
21
Ibid. p.5
22
Theodore Millon, Personality Disorder inModernLife 2nd Edition,(New Jersey: John
willy & sons .Inc, 2004),p.266
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Millon in his book stated fourteen types of personality disorder, there
are;Schizoid,
Antisocial,

Avoidant,
Sadistic,

Depressiv,

Compulsive,

Dependent,

Histrionic,

Negativistic,

Narcissisti,

Masochistic,

Paranoid,

Schizotypal, and Borderline.

D. Types of Personality Disorder
From the definition of personality disorder above, the writer state there
are fourteen types of personality disorder according to Millon , as follow:
1. Schizoid: Apathetic, indifferent, remote, solitary. Neither desires nor need
human attachments. Minimal awareness of feelings of self or others. Few
drives or ambitions, if any.
2. Avoidant: Hesitant, self-conscious, embarrassed, anxious. Tense in social
situations due to fear of rejection. Plagued by constant performance anxiety.
Sees self as inept, inferior, or unappealing. Feels alone and empty.
3. Depressiv: Somber, discouraged, pessimistic, brooding, fatalistic. Presents
self as vulnerable and abandoned. Feels valueless, guilty, and impotent.
Judges self as worthy only of criticism and contempt.
4. Dependent: Helpless, incompetent, submissive, immature. Withdraws from
adult responsibilities. Sees self as weak or fragile. Seeks constant
reassurance from stronger figures.
5. Histrionic:

Dramatic,

seductive,

shallow,

stimulus-seeking,

vain.

Overreacts to minor events. Exhibitionistic as a means of securing attention
and favors. Sees self as attractive and charming.
6. Narcissisti: Egotistical, arrogant, grandiose, insouciant. Preoccupied with
fantasies of success, beauty, or achievement. Sees self as admirable and
superior, and therefore entitled to special treatment.
7. Antisocial: Impulsive, irresponsible, deviant, unruly. Acts without due
consideration. Meets social obligations only when self-serving. Disrespects
societal customs, rules, and standards. Sees self as free and independent.
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8. Sadistic: Explosively hostile, abrasive, cruel, dogmatic. Liable to sudden
outbursts of rage. Feels selfsatisfied through dominating, intimidating and
humiling others. Is opinionated and closeminded.
9. Compulsive: Restrained, conscientious, respectful, rigid. Maintains a rulebound lifestyle. Adheres closely to social conventions. Sees the world in
terms of regulations and hierarchies. Sees self as devoted, reliable, efficient,
and productive.
10. Negativistic: Resentful, contrary, skeptical, discontented. Resist fulfilling
others‘ expectations. Deliberately inefficient. Vents anger indirectly by
undermining others‘ goals. Alternately moody and irritable, then sullen and
withdrawn.
11. Masochistic: Deferential, pleasure-phobic, servile, blameful, self-effacing.
Encourages

others

to

take

advantage.

Deliberately

defeats

own

achievements. Seeks condemning or mistreatful partners.
12. Paranoid:

Guarded,

defensive,

distrustful

and

suspiciousness.

Hypervigilant to the motives of others to undermine or do harm. Always
seeking confirmatory evidence of hidden schemes. Feels righteous, but
persecuted.
13. Schizotypal: Eccentric, self-estranged, bizarre, absent. Exhibits peculiar
mannerisms and behaviors Thinks can read thoughts of others. Preoccupied
with odd daydreams and beliefs. Blurs line between reality and fantasy.
14. Borderline: :Unpredictable, manipulative, unstable. Frantically fears
abandonment and isolation. Experiences rapidly fluctuating moods. Shifts
rapidly between loving and hating. Sees self and others alternatively as allgood and all-bad.

E. Previous Studies
In this thesis, the writer is the first resesarcher at English Literature
Department in State Islamic University of Sultan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi, who
will do research about the Personality Disorders in Joker Movie by Todd
Phillip.The writer presented some previous findings about Personality disorder.
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Firstly, personality disorder has been analized by Maulida Rizki Nuraini
with the title Personality Disorder Of The Main Character In Waking Madison
Film. She was focussed on psychological problem of the main character in that
film.

The writer uses this film to reveal the personalitydisorder of main

character in this film. the purposes of this research is to know and understand
about character of madison as the main character described in this film and
how her multiple personality appeared based on the theory of psychoanalysis.
The writer uses qualitative descriptive analysis method and psychoanalysis
theory by Sigmund Freud to reveals the findings. All data are collected from
the script dialogue and the pictures of the film.
The result shows that Madison as the main character has multiple
personality disorder. She suffers from MPD since she was twelve or thirteen
years old which are caused by her traumatic experience when she was child. To
forget her trauma, Madison creates several ‗new personalities‘ or alters. She
has thee other personalities , naely Alexis, Grace, and Margaret. On al of these
alters, Madison‘s ego has different defense mechanism to protect herself from
anxiety. On alexis‘ personality, Madison‘s ego used projection. On grace‘s
perssonality,Madison,s ego used reaction formation. And Margaret‘s
personality, Madison‘s ego used danial as her defense mechanism.
Secondly, Personality Disorder Of Amy Dunne In Gonna Girl By Gillian
Flynn. has been written by Patricia Nadia Rahma 2018. She was graduated
from Sanata Dharma University. In this research, she was focussed on the
character of Amy Dunne that show personality disorder and to find the most
promiment triger of Amy Dunne‘s personality disorder using Abrams‘s theory.
There are two objectives of the study. The first objective is to observe the
characteristics of amy Dunne that show personality disorder. Than the second
objective is to find the most prominent trigger of her personality disorder.
From this study, the writer found that Amy Dunne shows some
simpthoms that refer to personality disorder. Personality disoder itself has ten
types, and amy shows three types which are antisocial personality disorder,
nercissitic personality disorder, and borderline personality disorder. Those are
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types belong to cluster B and have similar symptomps. Amy shows some
syptomps which are she tends to be self-centered tends to be impulsive,
manipulate, violate the law, and attemp suicide. Personality disorder can be
caused by the triggers, environment and genetics. In this case, Amy‘s
environment has a big role to shape her personality. Amy‘s personality
triggered by some causes. The first trigger is from her parents who write a
children book Amazing Amy as the perfect child so it shaped her as a
perfectionist and it triggers her nacrissitic personality disorder. The second is
her friend in high school, she is being rejected by a boy. The third is her friend
and Amy gets jealous with her best friend. The last is her husband , Amy find
that her husband is cheatin on and that is when Amy‘s personality disorder start
to reeveal. She starts to arrange revenge to her husband. From here, her
characteristics are shown. And from al of the trigger, the mostprominent triger
of Amy‘s personality disorder is Amy‘s husband.
Thirdly, personality disorder has been analized by Christina Meida
Rosanti. She was graduate from Sanatha Dharma University in 2006 wit the
title Personality Disorder Reveald in Catherin‟s Character in Ernest
Hemingway‟s The Garden of Eden. This study analyze The Garden of Eden
which was published in 1986. The story is about yung couple, David Bourne
and Catherine who take their honeymoon in French Mediterranean coast. Their
happiness is ruined by Chaterine‘s jealousy toward David‘s writing. The study
deals with the jealousy, which drive Catherine to have personality disorder.
The writer uses Abrams theory and library research in collecting sources.
In this study Psychological approach is applied. The psychological approach is
used to analyze the condition and factors, which caused personality disorder
through Catherine‘s character.
The result of this study found that Catherine is described as a character
that has some typical qualities. She is charming and baeautiful. Unfortunately,
she is emotionally unstable. She experiences jealousy. Even jealousy is natural,
human emotion that holds most mankind captive. It drives the human mind to
act upon envious impulses that lead to distress and sometimes disaster.
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Through most of humankind has a sense of self-control to recognize and
overcome this, some of those are doing not. As catherine struggle to cope with
her confused sexual identity. She becomes blindly jealous of her husband‘s
prosperity as a novelist. She is afraid that david is going to complete with her.
She tries hard to turn her husband‘s attention to write for her. But her manner is
stange. Catherine‘s confusion with her sexual identity firts develops when she
decides to get a boyish style haircut. She believes that she processes the ability
to change sexes at any time. She sees that she is no entirely David‘s equal and
attempts to remedy her insecurities by cleaming to be a boy.
In the second analysis it is revealed that jealousy drives Catherine to
experience personality disorder. From her action, it can be seen that she
experiences Borderline Personality disorder and Histrinoic Personality
Disorder. It is characterized by her instability in interpersonal relationships
with David and Marita, he impulsive behavior to crate an androgyny and
manage triangles relationships to undermine David. Those actions are caused
by Catherine‘s jealousy toward David, which develop to the unhappy marriage.
Based on the previous study above, the writer want to focus on
personality disorder reflected to the main character in Joker movie by theodore
Millon and to make this research is different from another researchers,the
researcher focussed on finding the types of personality disorder reflected to the
main character and to analyze which types of personality disorder dominates
the main character in the film by using Millon and Davis theory and using
Pshycological approach.

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH
A. Design of Research
In writing this research, the writer use descriptive method and qualitative
design that is suitable with the aim of the research. Qualitative research is
tending to be used in analyzing. According to Bodgan and Taylor:“penelitian
kualitatif adalah prosedur penelitian yang mengahsilkan data deskriptif berupa
kata-kata tertulis dan dari orang-orang yang dapat diamati”23.
Qualtitative research is a research procedure that produce descriptive data
in the form of written words and from people that can be observed. It means
that, characteristic of the qualitative is analytic descriptive and produce
descriptive data spoken words of the person or behavior being researched.
Descriptive method can be interpreted as problem solving which is
investigated by picture or depict the state of the subject or research object
(novel, drama, short story, poem) at present based on visible facts or
unification. It means that descriptive method can be defined as a problem
solving procedures investigated by describing the state of the subject or object
in the research.
The writer use descriptive method to explain the materials because it
analyzes the nature of objects, to describe a situation systematically, problem,
phenomenon, or provide information about living condition of a community, or
describe attitude towards an issue. The form of data are described from how
malcolm rivers has dissociative identity disorder. So, the analysis explain in
form of picture and word.
The writer have the necessary steps to be used to achieve the most
effective results of the study and the steps are consisted of research design, data
and source of data, technique of collecting data, and method of analyzing data.
B. Sources of Data
Source of data is collected from the movie and the script entitled Joker
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Margono. Metodology Penelitian. (Jakarta : Rineka Cipta, 2007). p.36.
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by Todd Phillip. The movie Joker is published in 2019 by Warner Bros.
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movie consist of 122 minutes. The data is taken from words, phrase, sentences,
actions, dialogue between characters or some quotations that related to
Personality Disorder in the movie Joker.
C. Technique of Data Collection
The purpose of data collection is to get information related with the
topics. There are many ways to collect the data, like Chaterine Marshall and
Gretchen B Rossman stated that: ―the fundamental methods relied on by
qualitative researchers for gathering information are, participation in the
setting, direct observation, in-depth interviewing, document review.‖25 It
means that in the qualitative research there are some method to collect the data,
there are participation in the setting, direct observation, interview and
document review. The writer use documentation to get the information and
analyze the problem of the research.
“dokumentasi merupakan catatan peristiwa yang sudah berlalu.
dokumentasi

bisa

bebentuk

tulisan,

gambar,

atau

karya-karya

monumental dari seseorang. Dokumentasi yang berbentuk karya seni,
berupa karya misalnya gambar, patung, film dan lain-lainnya.”26
According to Creswell, ―The data collection procedures in qualitative
research involve four basic types: observation, interview, documentation and
visual image‖.27 Sugiyono statet that “Dokumen merupakan catatan peristiwa
yang sudah berlalu. Dokumen biasa berbentuk tulisan, gambar atau karyakarya monumental dari seseorang”.28 According to Atkinson and Coffey stated
that:
―Documents contain text (words) and images that have been recorded
without a researcher‘s intervention. For the purposes of this discussion,
other mute or trace evidence, such as cultural artifacts, is not included.
24
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Documents as ‗social facts‘, which are produced, shared, and used in
socially organized ways.29
Documentation is a record of past events. Documentation may be in the
form of writing, drawing, or monumental works of person. Documents in the
form of works of art. n the form of works such as pictures , sculptures, films
and other.
It means that, documentation refers to how to record the events in
form of document, a note or file that saved. It is about events or something that
has occured in the past. There some forms of them as kinds of documentation
are picture and literary work by someone.
The writer use documentation teqhnique to collect the data in this
research, because based on the statement above, the form of documentation can
be a text, picture or literary work. Writer collects data from Joker movie and it
is one of the literary work that part of document. The writer took the data by
watching movie and reading the script.
The writer has some steps in collecting the data, in order to make this
research more specific. They are:
1.

Watching the Movie
To find the data, the writer watches the movie repeadly and
comprchensively for some sense, dialogues that exist in Identity movie.

2.

Reading the script of Joker movie
After watching the movie, the writer read the script of Joker movie
to find the as many as possible that related to the problems.

3.

Marking on the Dialogues
Marking on the words or sentences and all the important statement
and information, as well as after wards, making a note. After reading the
29

Glem A Bowen. Document Analysis as a Qualitative Research Method. (Western
Carolina University :2009). p.1
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source carefully, the writer marks any important statement to make the
writer easier in the analyzing the problems.
4.

Identifying and Classifying the Data
After finding all the data completely, the writer processes the data to
analyze them. The writer identified the data and made assumptions about
the influences of Personality Disorder Arthur Fleck in Jokermovie. The
writer classified the picture and dialogues from Joker movie which
correlated with the research problems30.

D. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyzes the data. In qualitative
research, technique analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the
problem.Bogdan stated that: “Analisis data adalah proses mencari dan
menyusun secara sistematis data yang di peroleh dari hasil wawancara,
catatan lapangan, dan bahan-bahan lain, sehingga dapat mudah dipahami,
dan temuannya dapat diinformasikan kepada orang lain.”31
Data analysis is the process of searching arranging systematically data
obtained from interviews, field notes, and other materials, so that it can be
easily understood, and findings can be informed to others. It means that
analyzing data means looking for the data related to problem formulation
through interviews, field notes and other materials and then organizing them
systematically to be easily understood and informed to others.
The writer

used descriptive analysis

technique. According to

Nawawi:“Metode deskriptif dapat diartikan sebagai prosedur pemecahan
masalah yang diselidiki dengan menggambarkan atau melukiskan keadaan
subjek atau objek penelitian (novel, drama, cerita pendek, puisi) pada saat
sekarang berdasarkan fakta-fakta yang tampak atau sebagaimana adanya.”
Which descriptive analysis seeks information and describes a
phenomenon in detail. In this research the writer can get the data from
30
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expression, action or script in the movie. So those are must be explain with the
academic sentence because this is a scientific research.
The writer has some steps in analyzing the data in order to make this
research more spesific such are:
1. Data Reduction
Miles and Huberman described this technique as the first of three
elements of qualitative data analysis. Data reduction refers to the process of
selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, trensforming the data that
appear in written up field notes or transcriptions. The writer chooses the
important data only from all of the data. The writer identified the data which
has correlation with psychology in the main character.
2. Data Display
According to Miles and Huberman, data display is an organized,
compressed asseembly of information that permits conclusion drawing. A
display can be as extended piece og text or diagram, chart, or matrix that
provides a new way of arranging and thinking about more textually
embedded data. The writer make the narrative display by retrieving data
from the picture, action, and conversation which has correlation with
problem of research.
3. Verification
Conclusion drawing involves stepping back to consider what the
analyzed data mean and to assess their implications for the questions at
hand. Verification, integrally linked to conclusion drawing, entails revisiting
the data as many times as necessary to cross check or verify these emergent
conclusions. The writer analyzez, describes and explain the data about kinds
of dissociative identity disorder towards malcolm rivers in Identity movie.
After whole of the data have been analyzed, described and explained, the
writer made the conclusion based on theory and approach above.32
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS
This chapter consists of finding and analysis of the kinds of
personality disorder and what are causess of personality disorder toward the
main character as seen in Joker movie.
Based on the analysis, the writer found that the ain character named
Arthur Fleck (Joker) experienced personality disorder. The kinds of
personality disorder that experienced by Arthur are Borderine Personality
Disorder, Depressive Personality Disorder, Sadistic Personality Disorder,
Antisocial Personality Disorder, and Negativistic Personality Disorder.
The causes of personality disorder that experienced by Arthur are
Psychological Factor and Environmetal Factor.

1. The Kinds of Personality Disorder as seen in Joker movie by Todd
Phillip
a. Borderline Personality Disorder
. Boerderline personality disorder affects how people feel about
themselves, how they relate to other, to the jobs and how they behave. The
borderline personality disorder presents structural and dynamic features
similar to those seen in the schizoid personality, but in the borderlin
epersonality we see expression of this pathology predominantly
inimpulsive interaction in the interpersonal field (Akhtar, 1992; Stone,
1994)
From the movie that the writer going to analyze, the writer watches
the movie carefully and read the script which wrote by Todd Phillip. In
this movie, Joker tears in his eyes from laughing so hard. He is trying to
get it under control. His greasy, black hair is matted down. He is wearing
an old, faded red hooded zip-up sweatshirt, a threadbare gray scarf, thin
from years of use, hangs loosely around his neck. He is sitting across from
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an overworked social worker (50's), African-American. Her office is
cramped and run-down in a cramped and run-down building. Stacks of
folders piled high in front of her.

Picture 133
Joker

: (laughing for several times).
Is it just me, or is it getting crazier out there?

Social worker : It is certainly tense, people are upset, they are struggling.
Looking for work. The garbage strike seems like it is been
going on forever. These are tough time

From the picture above, Joker seemed laugh loudly without
something funny or someone making a joke. And the Social Worker just
sits behind her desk, waiting for his laughing fit to end, she is been through
this before Joker takes a deep breath, pauses to see if it's over and start to
open conversation.
From the quotation above, Joker starts to laugh loudly. And he
covers his mouth trying to hide it. Shakes his head, laugher pushing a
moment, but then it comes on stronger. His eyes are sad. It actually looks
like the laugher causes him pain.
Borderline Personality disorder is an illness marked by on-going
pattern of varying moods, unstable, self-image and behavior. The
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symptoms often result in impulsive actions and problems in relationships.
It

is

a Crhronic-pshychiatric disorder

characterized by marked

unpredictable, manipulative, and unstable. This picture shows that Joker
bursts out laughing. It is a condition where Joker laughed without any
reason. Playing with corporeal commitment by Joaquin Phonix, Joker has
a neurogical condition is called Pseudobulbar Affect, most straight
forwardly explained asspontaneous and uncontrollable laugher at
inapropriate moments.34
The scene where Joker was confronted by a woman on bus who
becomes irritated by his laugher is a situation that will be all too familiar to
anyone who has experienced firsthand and frustration, misunderstanding
and sense of helplessness involuntary mental health condition can cause.

Picture 235

Woman on bus
Joker
Woman on Bus
Joker
Woman on bus

: Can you please stop bothering my kid?
: I won‘t bothering her, I was.....
: Just stop!
: (laughing out loud).
: You think that‘s funny?

From the picture and dialogue above, it can be seen that Joker
laughing loudly after a women ask him to stop bothering her kid. In fact,
Joker does not bothering the kid but trying to entertaint that kid. During his
laugh, he cover his mouth trying to hide it. He shakes his head and laugher
34
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pausing for a moment, but then it comes on stronger. It actually looks like
the laughter causes him pain. After woman interrupts for stopping his
laugh, Joker shakes his head, but he cannot stop laughing. He reaches in
his pocket and pulls out a small card. Hand it to the woman. It reads
“FORGIVE MY LAUGHTER. I HAVE A CONDITION”. (more on
back) “it’s a medical condition causing sudden, frequet, uncontrolable
laughter doesn’t match how you feel. It can happen in people with a
brain injury or certain neurogical condition.” She does not read it. She
just shakes her head annoyed and throws the card on the ground. She does
not to attract any attention to himself.
In another case, Joker is shown to have the condition, as a result of
which he experiences uncontrollable bouts of laughter even as he is being
cornered by three drunksmen on subway. There is a similar moment with
one showing him to a woman on a bus, who asks him to stay away from
her child that was seemingly enjoying the exchange with Joker. It can be
proved on the dialogues and the picture below:

Picture 236
Wall street 3

: hello? I‘m talking to you. You want some fries ?

Young waman

: You want some fries?

Wall street 3

: you sure? They‘re really good.

Wall street 2

: Don‘t ignore him. He‘s being nice to you.

wall street 1

: Something funny, asshole?

36
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There are three–Wall–street enter. They were being loud and
obnoxious, clearly drunk. One of them is eating some french fries out of a
greasy McDonald‘s bag. And they start to disturb a girl sitting in front of
them. Joker sees them staring. Look down at the ground, covering his
mouth with hand, face turning red. When the three-guys come into Joker,
because they assumed that Joker Laughing to them, Joker try to reach out
to grabthe bag and try to get one of his ―Forgive my Laughter‖ cards, the
third-guy tries to gram the bag from him.The guys tosses it over his headto
one of his friends. Joker keeps trying to catch his bag until suddenly one of
this guy punches him hard in the face.

It is an uncaring and

misunderstanding society and that is what this scene briliantly conveys.
b. Depressive personality disorder
The depressive personality disorder (Kernberg, 1992), the highestlevel outcome of the pathology of depressive affect as well as that of
sadomasochism, presents not only a well-integrated superego (as do all
other personalities with neurotic personality organization) but also an A
Psychoanalytic Theory of Personality Disorders extremely punitive set of
internal values. This predisposes the patient to self-defeating behavior,
reflecting an unconscious need to suffer as an expiation for guilt feelings
or as a precondition for sexual pleasure, reflecting the Oedipal dynamics
characterizing the neurotic spectrum of personality disorders. The
depressive–masochistic personality is more likely to feel depressed.
The writer found that the first personality disorder appear from
Arthur Fleck as Joker in this movie is depressive, where Joker reacts like a
somber, discouradged, pessimistic and brooding.
Joker makes his way toward the back of the crowded bus, now
walking with a slight limp, but keeping his head held high. His make-up's
washed off, costume and props all shoved into a big shopping bag slung
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over his shoulder. Some white greasepaint still smudged on the sides of his
face. It can be seen in the example below:
From the picture, Arthur looked very gloomy and sad, and he looked
out of the bus window with his empty –eyed. He finds an empty seat in
the back of the bus. It sees a sad-eyed Four-Year-Old Girl, face puffy from
crying, sitting on her knees looking back at him. Her mother's facing
forward, but even from behind you can tell she is angry.

Picture 237

Picture 3
Woman
Joker
Woman

: can you please stop bothering my kid?
: I wasn't bothering her, i was...
: just stop!.38

From the quotations above, Joker sees the sad-eyed girl staring
straight back at him. He doesn't know where to look, feeling self-conscious
and small. He gets back into "character" smiling like a clown and covers
his face with his hands-- Starts playing the peek-a-boo game with her. But
37
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her mother judged that Joker was annoyed her child and interrupts Joker to
stop annoying her child. And after several days left, Joker is on a
payphone in the lobby of the hospital. He is in his street clothes and Hoyt
called him by a phone.
Joker : Hoyt, let me explain.
Hoyt : Oh, this‘l be good. Please tell me why you brought a gun into a
sick kid‘s ward?
Joker : it was, it was a drop gun. It‘s part of my act now.
Hoyt : bullshit. Jingles would never carry a fucking gun. Besides,
Randal told me that you tried to buy a .38 off him last week.
Joker : Randal told you that?
Hoyt :He was with me when the call came in. You‘re a fuck up, Arthur.
And a liar. You‘re fired.

Picture 339

Picture 440
From the picture above, it can be seen that Joker sits on the subway
contemplating what just down, face still painted, his bag on the seat next to
him, along with his wig with a discouradged face. He went back to the
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apartemen because he was fired from his job and he was frustruated.
There‘s only on the other person on the subway car, a young woman (30‘s)
sitting at the far end reading a book. In the other hand, Joker look like
somber, discouradge, pessimistic, and brooding.
Depressive Personality Disorder will be represented and diagnosed
by a combination of core impairment in personality functioning and
specific pathological personality traits, rather than as a specific type. DPD
may has some criterias, such as : 1. Usual mood is dominated by
gloominess, cheerlessness, joylessness and unhappiness. 2. Brooding and
given to worry. 3. Pessimistics. In this case, it was conclude that Joker
presents self as velueless, guilty and hopeless or pessimistic. And from
those all picture above, can be assumed that the first personality disorder
dominates in the main character is is depressive personality disorder
because in some scenes, Joker look like depressed and brooding.
c. Sadistic Personality Disorder
Sadistic can called as liable to sudden outbursts of rage. He Feels
self-satisfied through dominating, intimidating and humiling others. Freud
described two aspects of sadism, one characterized by an active or violent
attitude toward the sexual object and the other characterized by sexual
satisfaction that is completely conditional on the humiliation and
maltreatment of the sexual object (sexual sadism).
Sadistic personality disorder was once defined as a mental illness,
but over time sadism has been considered more of a lifestyle choice or a
personality quirk or trait. In this movie, failed comedian Arthur flack seeks
conection as he walks the streets of Gotham City. Arthur wears two masks,
the one he paints for his day job as a clown, and the guise he projects in a
futile attempt to feel like he is part of the world around him. Isolated,
bullied and disregarded by society, Fleck begin a slow descent into
madness as he transform into the criminal mastermind known as the Joker.
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Picture 541
Kid 1 : Suck my dick, clown.
Kid 2 : Whoopss...
From the picture above, it can be seen that Arthur Fleck is a
mentally ill loner with aspiration to become a world-famous stand-up
comedian. The film opens with Arthur at his day job as a hired clown. He
is holding up the sign in front of Kenny‘s Music shop. Behind him, an
OLD MAN plays a piano on the street. Joker doing a little Charlie Chaplin
like waddle to the music. Most people walk right past, ignoring him. Joker
sees a group of kids, no more than 15-years old, walking toward him. But
they crack up laughing when they see him. Start making fun (bullying) of
him. One of the kids knocked the sign out of Joker‘s hand.
The five boys are booking it down the crowded street laughing and
wooping it up. Joker rights himself and heads down after them. But one of
the kids hits in Joker‘s face. He falls the ground. And those kids kick Joker
compoundly, brutally and vicious. Nobody on the street stops to help.
That event can be seen in the picture below:

Picture 642
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Randal

: I heard about the beat down you took. Fucking savages.

Joker

: It was just a bunch of kids. I should have left it alone.

Randal

: It‘s crazy out there and it‘s only getting worse.

Joker

: (nods) My mother says that the people nowadays lack
emphaty.

Randal

: What‘s empathy?

Joker

: Kind of. But different.

Randal

: (give a gun)... take it. I got a few. You gotta protect
yourself out there, buddy. Too many wackos.

From the picture above, can be proofed that the kids start kicking
and beating the shit out of Joker and he gets bullying from the people
around him. Nevertheless, he keeps sweat running his face, smearing his
make-up. He does not even look like he is in pain. He just takes the
beating. When he returns to the building his business is based in, his
coworker, Randal knows if Joker just get an attack from the kids over the
street and suddenly Randal gives him a gun so that Arthur ca protect
himself in the future from the people who attack him. Arthur says that they
are not allowed to carry a gun, but Randal insist.
After that, he goes to a children‘s hospital to entertain some kids,
but his gun accidently comes out into the ground. When the accident is
reported, his boss fires him. He feels depressed and hopeless. He was
dissapointed. On the way home, Arthur gets herassed by a group of whitecollar Wayne entterprises businessmen. After losing his job, being beaten
on various accasions, and humilitated by former co-workers, Arthur is on
the subway when he is abused by three city-slicker types after he distracts
them from harassing a female passenger by laughing uncontrollably while
still in his clown make-up from work. When they attack Arthur, he
promptly fights back, and shooting them dead. At first he is devastated, but
this also marks the beginning of his transformation into the Joker. Joker
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just sits on the subway nervous, not sure what to do, or even if he wants to
do anything at all. He just burts out laughing. He overs his mouth with his
hands, they continue to heras the woman.
Wall Street 1 : Something funny, asshole?
Wall Street 3 : (shouts after him) ...Bitch!
The three walls street reacted to the joker. Joker laughed even
harder through his hand. The Walls street guys turn to him sitting by
himself at the end of the car. One of the guys heads down the car toward
Joker, stars singing ―send in the clown‖ as he approaches. As he finishes
the song, Joker‘s laughing fit is coming to an end. One of the other guys
sits down on the other side of him.
Joker reaches into his bag to get one of his ―FORGIVE MY
LAUGHER‖ cards, the third guy sees him reaching and tries to grab the
bag from him. Joker pulls on him.
The three guys suits tossing a bag around. Joker keeps trying to
catch his bag until suddenly the guys punched him hard in the face. Joker
goes down as if in slow motion. Blood is coming from his nose. He tries to
get up. The third Wall Street guy starts kicking him. The other joined
in,Surounding Joker on the ground, they were kicking him deliberately.

Picture 7

Wall street 1 : Stay down you freak!.
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Wall street 2 : So tell us, buddy. What‘s so fucking funny?
Joker

: Nothing. I have a condition...-

Picture 843
Wall Street 1 : Something funny, asshole?
Wall Street 3 : (shouts after him) ...Bitch!

From the pictures above, can be seen that those three Wall Street
try to attack him and kick him sadistically. Suddenly, Joker picks a gun
from his pocket, and BLAM!. Joker fires the first guy and blood
splattering on the subway wall behind him.

Picture 944
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Picture 1045

Joker

: No. It‘s just my stuff. I don‘t have anything.

Wall street 3 : I‘ll tell you what you have, asshole.
You want it back? Here!...
From the picture above, can be seen that joker start to shoot them
and tries to kill them one by one. The train is coming to stop. Joker picks
up his bag between the two dead bodies, blood is everywhere. The subway
doors wheeze open and Joker steps halfway off the train, waiting to see the
third drunk guy gets off in the car ahead of him. Joker sees him run off.
Platform is empty, that guy is running toward the stairs. That guy falls. He
is Tumbling down the stairs. Joker walks over to the body and he fires the
last shot to that guy.
Joker shots the last guy that was attacking him on the subway.
And after killing those three guy, he runs as fast as he can, go away from
the Robinson Square Park. He runs quickly and going to his appartement.
Meanwhile, The polices sbagan to investigate.
Following the reveal that the neb worked for right-wing mayoral
candidate Thomas Wayne at Wayne Enterprises, Wane speaks out against
the nurders and those celebrating them as a symbol of revolution against
the rich elite who are not being hit by the social and ecconomics downturn
in Gotham City. Some in the city celebrate the masked clown who
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appeared to kill the men, including Arthur‘s neighbour. Eventually, Arthur
discovers a letter from Penny (his mother) to Wayne that begs him for
financial aid as she is dying and Arthur as his illegitimate son from an
affair years prior. Arthur reveals his identity to Alfred, who instead
accuses Penny of being delusional and revealing that she adopted Arthur
while working for the Wayne and also ended up at Arkham State Hospital.
As he is visited multiple times by police in regard to the subway murders,
he soon found that his mother had a serious stroke after being visited by
police. He waits at the hospital as she recovers.
Visiting Arkham State Hospital, Arthur obtains medical and police
record after a violent ancounter a clerk and discovers that he was adopted
by Penny. Penny claimed that she was being gaslighted by the system to
hide the secret of Arthur‘s parentage.

He later finds a photo of young

penny with a flattering note on the back from Thomas Wayne, casting
doubt over Arthur‘s discoveries. Upset by what he found out at Arkham
Asylum, Arthur goes to the hospital and smothers his mother to death with
a pillow.

Picture 1146
Joker

: What‘s my real name?

Joker

: C‘mon, ma, I know I was adopted. What‘s my name?
Who am I really?

Mom

: H-h-happ—
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From the conversation and picture above, it can be seen that joker
kills his mother in the hospital with smothers her by a pillow until she
cannot breathe and finally die. Joker kills his mother because he was mad
and shocked for the fact that his mother tries to cover what the really
happen about his life and also his identity. After that tragedy, Joker goes
back home then receives a call to appear on The Murray Franklin show.He
prepares for his appearance on The Murray Franklin show, a talk show he
obsessed with. In the middle of preparation, he is visited by two former coworkers, Randall and Gary. Joker unlocks the locks.He is keeping the
security chaind latched and cracks open the door. Randall and Gerryget a
look at Joker‘s face and they do some conversations, and Joker start to kill
Randal brutally. It can be seen bellow:
Gary

: Hey Arthur, how‘s it going? You get a new gig?

Picture 1247

Picture 1348
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Randall

: Yeah, what‘s with the clown-face then ?

Joker

: My mom died.

Randall

: (nodding). Yeah we heard. That‘s why we‘re here.
Figured you might wanna go out, get a drink or something?

Gary

: we don‘t wanna bother you. Randal just thought we
should come and pay our respects.

From the picture above, Joker stabs the scissors as deep as he can
into Randall‘s neck. Blood spurts. Randal screams. And Gary stumbles
back in shock—Joker promptly and violently murders Randall, but let
Gary goes from his apartemen.

Picture 1449

Picture 1550
Joker : I‘m gonna be in TV tonight. Can you believe it?
(Gary does not answer. Does not move because of fear)
Joker :It‘sokay, Gary. You can go.51
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Joker pulls the out and jam‘s them into Randall‘s eyes before he can
react. The sound is sickening. Gary‘s screaming in the background.
Randall blindly fights back, his own blood blinding himself. Joker grabs
Randall by the head. All of his pent up rage and frustration pouring out of
him, and slams head against the wall again and again. Joker sees Gary
huddled in the corner, trembling with fear.
Gary backs away toward the door. Joker sits there for a moment,
breathing heavy, wipes Randall‘s blood of his face. Joker turns, sees Gary
at the front door, he points up high to the chain-lock. He cannot reach it.
Joker just shakes his head to himself and gets up to unlock the door.
Leaving for the show, Arthur is stepping into the elevator with a
dressed well. Arthur meets Franklin, the host of the show. Before the show
is started, Arthur meet Murray and he gives some advices to Arthur and
Arthur asks to be called ‗Joker‘ as he takes to the stage.
Murray Franklin

: Couple rules though,-- No cussing, no off-color
material, we do a clean show, okay? You‘ll be on
after Dr. Sally, someone will come and get
you..good?

Joker

: Hey Murray,-- one small thing? When you bring
me out, can you introduce me as ―The Joker‖?

Gene Ufland

: What? You don‘t want use your real name?

Joker

: Honestly, I don‘t even know what my real name
is.52
Going to show, Arthur takes tp the stage and behaves in a manner

that is both outlandish and unpredictable. The audiences clap, egging Joker
on to tell a joke.
Murray Franklin

: You brought a joke book?

Joker

: (reading).. Okay, here‘s one. Knock knock.
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Murray Franklin

: Oh god, a knock knock joke? And you need to
read it?

Joker

: (nods, read it again) I want to get it right. Knock
knock.53

On camera, Joker confesses to the subway killing, attacks Wayne,
Franklin and the abusive people of Gotham and how he has been laughed
at and bullied and reveals he will judge what is funny. He feels that he was
disagreed by society and judge as a bizarre and self-estrabged. Franklin is
verbaly angry back and challenges him and blasts his behavior and crimes.
And finally, joker kills Franklin with a gun and the audiences run out of
the studio.
Joker

: Have you seen what it's like out there, Murray? Do you
ever actually leave the studio? Everybody just yells and
screams at each other. Nobody's civil anymore. Nobody
thinks what it's like to be the other guy. You think men like
Thomas Wayne, men at ease, ever think what it's like to be
a guy like me? To be anybody but themselves.
They don't. They think we'll all just sit there and take it like
good little boys. That we won't werewolf and go wild.
Well, this is for all of you out there.

Murray

: You don‘t know the first thing about me. Look what
happened because of what you did, arthur, what it led to.
There are riots out there. Two policemen are in critical
condition, someone was killed today.

Picture 1754
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Joker

: How about another joke, Murray? What do you get when
you crossa mentally-ill loner with a system that abandons
him and treats him like trash.

Joker

: (pulls randall‘s gun).. I‘ll tell you get. You get what you
fucking deserve,.—55

Picture 16
From the pictures and quotations above, it can be seen that Joker
feels that his life was became a joke by Murray Franklin. He was resentful
and discouraged. So suddenly he shoots Murray‘s head by a gun more than
twice. After watch that tragedy, the audiences are screamed. And he enjoys
what he did with a dance in the studio.
d. Antisocial Personality Disorder
Antisocial is a frustrating group to treat. They are often in therapy
against their will and as a punishment for transgressions against society.
Advancing age seems to increase the chances for progress in therapy, but
in general, Anti-social sees therapy as a game where the goal is to con and
to best the therapist by pretending to be contrite and redeemed but
ultimately returning to their previous behaviors.56
Anti-socials may experience intense dread at the possibility of
being controlled by others or by circumstances, dread retaliation by those
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they have damaged, or dread an inevitable prison sentence, for example.
Increases in sustained acting-out behavior, therefore, are likely to signal
some enduring life circumstance or external constraint not easily overcome
through impulsive physical action. Someone with Anti-social Personality
Disorder could be very charming, and charismatic. They are also violent,
abusive, egoistical, and impulsive. They also have no regard to right and
wrong, and do not mind taking risk.
In this movie, Joker acts without due consideration, killing Murray
with a gun brutally, and enjoying his action in front of camera when the
show was on going.
: C‘mon murray, do I look like the kind of clown who
could start a movement? I kill those guys because they were
awful. Everybody‘s awful these days. It‘s enough to make
anyone crazy.

Joker

Murray Franklin

: So that‘s it, you‘re crazy. That‘s your defense for
killing three young men? Because thyey were mean
to you?

Joker

: No. They couldn‘t carry a tune to save their
lives.57
From the quotation above, Joker tries to show up what the really

happend on his life when he kills three men on the subway. He tries to tell
Murray and the audiences if he was bullied and those three people attack
him on the subway. He assumed that those three men are awful.
Spontantly, he keeps his life from those men with a gun and shoots them
brutally.
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Picture 1858
Joker

: You‘re awful, Murray.

Murray Franklin

: Me? How am I awful?

Joker

: playing my video, inviting me to the show, you
just wanted to make fun of me. Well it‘s easy to
laugh at Frankenstein on a crowded beach, isn‘t it
?you‘re like just the rest of them, Murray.
Everything comes to easy for you.59

On the picture and quotations above, Joker was very dissapointed
on Murray because he was making a joke of Joker with showing his standup comedy‘s video on TV and he loo at Murray with sadness and madness
face. He is no remorse for killings, impulsively kill another people without
thingking the risks even the law. He killed Murray Franklin in his talk
show. After shoots the side of Murray‘s head off, He smiles seemed
nothing is happened and he did not do anything, blood splatters all over
the back of the set, some spraying in Joker‘s face and he does not feel
remorse. Antisocial Personality Disorder is one of the most difficult
personality disorders to treat because people who have it tend to think
there is nothing wrong with them and do not want help. The Joker
expressed absolutely no empathy for his rutheless action along with being
extreamly sadistic, he blatantly disregarded laws and socials norms of
society.
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After killing Murray on his show. Gotham City became choatic.
There are a lot of crimes. Joker feels like there was nothing happen and he
starts to meet a doctor in Arkham State Hospital. The doctor just sits in
front of him, waiting for him to stop laughing. He is sitting across from an
overworked Hospital Doctor, African American Woman. Somehow it is
the exact same room Joker imagined his mother was in some 30 years ago.
The room and the doctor also look vaguely similar to the social worker and
her office in the opening scene. He takes a deep breath, his ayes are glazed
over. His new smile is all stitched up, cut up he the corners of his mouth.
Forming a longer eith happier smile.

Picture 1960
Hospital Doctor

: What‘s so funny?

Joker

: Just thinking of this joke.

Hospital Doctor

: Do you want to tell it to me?

Joker

: No.

Hospital Doctor

: Because you don‘t think I‘ll get it?

Joker

: Because it‘s personal, it‘s between me and him.61

From the picture above, it can be seen that Joker has a typical
person with Anti-social Personality Disorder, he is charming and
engaging. Many Joker‘s actions seem unethical and effortless as if his
action do not faze him. He kills many people continuously and brutally, he
60
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does not feel like it is a mistake. Furthermore, he was enjoying his actions.
And he sees self as free and independent.
Antisocial Personality Disorder is a psychiatric diagnosis in the
Diaognostic and Statistical Manual. The criteria od Antisocial Personality
Disorder require a pettern of at least three types of criminal behaviors or
somewhat related behaviors, such as being impulsive, irresponsible,
aggressive or lying. Individuals with antisocial personalities are callous
and reckless in their pursuit of personal benefit; they disregard and violate
social norms and therights of others; they lie and deceive others for
pleasure or profit; they areimpulsive and fail to plan ahead; they are
irritable and aggressive; they areirresponsible with work and finances;and
they lack remorse (AmericaPsychiatric Association, 1994).
e. Negativistic Personality Disorder (Passive-Agressive)
Negativistic behavior can be a symptomp of several mental
disorders, but it is a considered to be a distinct mental health condition.
This type of behavior can affect a person‘s ability to create and maintain
healthy relationship, and cand cause a problem at work. There is usually
some disconnect between what a person with negativistic behavior says
and what they do. Some conditions associated with negativistic behavior
include: stress, depression, anxiety disorder, alcohol abuse, bipolar
disorder.
In the other word, Negativistic behavior is a pattern of expressing
someone‘s negative feelings in an indirect way. Such people are
manipulativend attempt to make themselves dependent on others; they are
often pessimistic and resentful but do not realize that their inefective
behavior is the source of their problems also called Negativistic
Personality Disorder.
In this movie, the Negativistic Personality Disorder started when
Joker‘s boss, Hoyt Vaughin ask someone calling Joker to enter his room
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for a while, feels that he is resentful because his boss, Roytwas getting
complain from the Kenny‘s music to return his sign when Joker gets
bullying from some guys and broke that sign. And his boss, Royt asks him
to give him back the sign or it will be taken out from his paycheck.

Picture 2062

Picture 2163
Hoyt

: Don‘t sit. This will be quick.
...Look, I like you, Arthur. A lot of the guys here, they
think you‘re a freak. But I like you. I don‘t even know
why I like you. I mean, you don‘t say much. It‘ probably
that stupid laugh. It gets me every time. Kills me.
... But, I got another complaint. And it‘s starting to piss me
off.
...Kenny‘s music. Sunday. The guy said you disappeared.
Never ever returned his sign.
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Joker

: No. I got Jumped. I told you about that.

Hoyt

: For a sign? Bullshit. It makes no sense, just give him his
sign back. He‘s going out of business for god‘s.64

From the quotation above, Hoyt starts to open the conversations
with a Joker. He tells that he gets acomplaining by someone in Kenny‘s
Music that Joker disappeared on his job and he does not return the sign.
Hoyt does not know that Joker got bullying at that time. Suddenly, Joker
takes a deep breath, and he was dissapointed.
From the picture above, Joker look very resentful. Inexpressing his
feeling, Joker furiously kicking and stomping on something. It could be a
cat, a cardboard, even a homeless. He shows a criteria of negativistic
personality disorder. Someone with negativistic personality disorder
behavior express their negative feelings subtly through their actions
instead of handling them directly. This type of behavior can cause a
problem at work.
From the picture above, Joker look punching a clock because he
was upset to Randal, because Randal frames Joker that he was buying a
gun from Randal. In another case, Randal told to Hoyt that Joker bought a
gun from him. In fact, Randal gives that gun to Joker as free. Hearing that
Joker has a gun, Hoyt fires Joker from his Job as a clown. Joker was mad,
upset, depressed, and resentful. It also causes Joker being a killer.
Negativistic Personality Disorder is appealingly broad and clearly
descriptive, and it capture both interpersonal and intrapsychic aspects of
behavior, but is a new term without tradition this term does suggest less
about underlying dynamics than the term passive-agressive65.
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2. The Causes of Personality Disorder Reflected to the Main Character in
Joker Movie
After knowing the kinds of personality disorder reflected to the Joker
as the main character in Joker movie, now researcher find twocauses of
personality reflected to the main character in Joker movie. They are
psychologycal factors and environmental factors.
a. Psychological factors
Psychological factors refers to the psychologycal condition of one
person that can influence how the way he interacts with others, the way he
thinks, and the way he look. Psychological factor is really closed to
personality of any person that caused personality disorder.The first cause
of personality disorder is psychological factor like trauma, particularly a
trauma of phsycal or sexual abuse over a considerable period of childhood.
The case study are based on the patient‘s memory and clinical evaluation.
One theory gives rise to state dependent learning, whose learning process
depends on the best conditions of affect or consciousness that are
remembered in the same conditions.
In this movie, Arthur went to the ArkhamState Hospital and met
Administrative office. He sits waiting in a cramped offic, looking out a
plexiglass window that overlooks the crowded hallway. He aseked for a
file that he was adopted by his mother. His gaze is interrupted by a Clerk
(40‘s), ID clipped to his shirt, who‘s lugging an old heavy file storage
box.
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Picture 2266
Clerk

: here it is,-- Fleck. Penny fleck

Joker

: So, she was a patient here.

Clerk

: uh-huhh. Diagnosed by Dr. Benjamin Stoner.The patient
suffers from delusional psychosis and narcissitics
personality disorder. Foun guilty and endangering the
welfare of a child.
From the quotation and pictureabove, after he knows from the file

in the hospital, Arthur Fleck clearly had a diagnosis of pseudobulbar
affect. It causes uncontrollable episodes of crying and laughing, made
worse by any emotional content. Arthur carried a card with him to inform
those around him of his pseudobukbar affect, which menyioned that he had
a history of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). Arthur Fleck seemed initially to
have an alomost childlike intelligence, disorganized life, and below
averege IQ. He used simple language. Traumatic brain injury can leave
someone with increased depression, anger, loss of cognitive function, and
also pseudobulbar affect, so it is likely his traumatic brain injury continued
to influence his psychological state.
According to Mayo Clinic, Pseudobulbar afect is a condition that
is characterized by episodes of sudden uncontrollable and inappropriate
laughing and crying. Severe symptoms of pseudobulbar affect can cause
embarrassment, social isolation, anxiety and depression and trauma.
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Trauma experienced by someone can cause psychological
disturbances or the person's mentality. People who have trauma usually
experience something bad during childhood that causes them to feel scared
such as abuse, being left alone in a strange place for weeks or even more,
seeing a great fight between parents, and sexual abuse, it will be bad
memories / experiences for them. Someone who continues to experience
these things will certainly always remember and eventually will produce
other personalities due to the trauma they experienced.
b. Environmental factors
Psychosocial and environmental factors relevant to psychological
functioning. Included are problems related to the family or primary
support group, such as death of family member,mental separation or
divorce, sexual or phsycal abuse, family conlict, or inappropriate otr
inadequate discipline at home. Also included are problems in the social
environments outside the family.
In this movie, the first two murders were in self defense. When the
three men on the subway were being sexually provocative to a young girl
on the bus, he feels a sense of compassion for her, and anger toward them.
Then when they start beating Joker up, and suddenly he put hs gun and
shoot them brutally.

Picture 2367
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Wall street 1 : I‘m telling you, she wanted my number. We should have
stayed.
Wall street 2 : You‘re dreaming, man. She wasn‘t interested at all.
Wall street 1 : are you nut? Did you see how close we are dancing! She
was in love, bro.
Wall street 2 : She couldn‘t wait to get away from you.
Wall street 1 : Ryan, am I crazy? Tell him what you saw.
Wall street 3 : hey. You want some french fries?
Hello? I‘m taking to you. You want some french fries?
Young woman: No, thank you.

From the quotations and picture abive, one of the three wal streets try to
hold his McDonald‘s bag and shakes it to get her attention. The situation
switches from a reaction to rage, which seems to come from deep humiliation.
He shoots the third man as he runs away. In Arkham State Hospital , Joker
running down the hallway, files in the hand. He turns the corner and runs down
another long hallway. He was bounding down the steps. He stops at a landing
below. He loks up, sees no one is chasing after him. He opens the file, flipping
through the records, find the page the clerk was reading. As he reads it over for
himself, he hears his mother being interviewed for her psychiatric assesment
over 30 years ago.

Picture 2468
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Mom

: He‘s not adopted. He‘s Thomas Wayne‘s son. I work for him, I
told you, I clean his house. He‘s always smiling at me.

Dr.Stoner

: we went over this, Penny. You adopted him. We have the
paperwork right here.
You also stood by as one of your boyfriends repeatedly abused
son and battered you.
: He didn‘t do anything to me or to my boy. can I go now, I don‘t
like hospitals.

Mom

I never heard him crying. Not once. He‘s always been such a happy
little boy.
Dr. Stoner : Penny, your son was found tied to a radiator in your filthy
apartement, malnourished, with multiple bruises across his body
and severe trauma to his head.
From the quotation above, Penny fleck was sitting across the table from
Dr. Benjamin Stoner in a dreary small interview room, windows covered with
the security screens. Dr Stoner is going over Penny‘s thick file, the same file
joker holding in his hands. Joker looks up from the file when he hears/reads this,
he turns and looks at Penny‘s reaction. He was in the interview room with them.
After some heartbreaking scenes where he discovers his past that his mother has
been lying to him anad was incredibly abusive, he kills his mother.
Environmental factor refers to how the environment around of any person
treated him, and it has much influence on mental development.Educational
problems include poor reading skills, lack of sufficient instruction, and conflict
with teachers. Occupational problems include threat to employment, actual job
loss, and coflict with authority figures and coworkers.69

69

Theodore Millon, Personality Disorder inModernLife 2nd Edition,(New Jersey: John
willy & sons .Inc, 2004),p.6

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the kinds of personality disorder and the
dominant personality disorder in the main character above, the writer conclude
the result in some points:
1. There were five kinds of Personality Disorder reflected to the Joker
as the main character in Joker movie by Todd phillips, they are;
borderline personality disorder, depressive personality disorder,
sadistic personality disorder, antisocial personality disorder, and
negativistic personality disorder.
2. There were two causes of personality disorder that influence Joker as
the main character in Joker movie, they are; psychological factors
and environmental factors.

In this research Joker suffered a lot of personality disorders inside him.
All of his personalities have their own characteristics, appearances, actions, and
behaviors. On his appearence, Joker was a nice person, friendly, and humorous.
But after knowing that he is an adopted child, getting bullying, and fired from
his Job as a clown, unfairly outcast by society, he was discouraged, feels
depressed and he exists as a felon, murder, also another crimes appear from him.
He killed many people explosively hostile and brutally. He killed his mother,
people on the subway, his friend in his apartemen, and a host of a TV show. In
contrast, he thought that his life was a comedy.
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B. Suggestion
The writer gives some suggestions for this current research as follows:
1. The writer suggests to the readers to give more attention to the
literary work, especially watching the movie that can increase their
knowladge about personality disorder.
2. The writer suggests to the further researchers to do more
comprehensive and to do more research deeper especially about
personality disorder.
3. The writer hopes this research gives more contribution to all of
English Literature students of the State Islamic University of Sultan
Thaha Syaifuddin Jambi or all all students of other universities
outside who want to use this theory to analyze a movie.
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APPENDIX I
SYNOPSIS
Joker (2019)

In mainstream movies today, ―dark‖ is just another flavor. Like
―edgy,‖ it‘s an option you use depending on what market you want to reach.
And it is particularly useful when injected into the comic book genre.
Darkness no longer has much to do with feelings of alienation the
filmmaker wants to express or purge, as was the case with a film like ―Taxi
Driver.‖ It‘s not about exploring uncomfortable ideas, as was done in ―The
King of Comedy.‖ Do you think Todd Phillips, who co-wrote and directed
―Joker,‖ and references those movies so often you might expect that Martin
Scorsese was enlisted as an executive producer here as a way of heading off a
plagiarism lawsuit (he dropped out not too long after signing on, however),
really cares about income inequality, celebrity worship, and the lack of
civility in contemporary society? I don‘t know him personally but I bet he
doesn‘t give a toss. He‘s got the pile he made on those ―Hangover‖ movies—
which some believe have indeed contributed to the lack of civility in etc.—
and can not only buy up all the water that‘s going to be denied us regular
slobs after the big one hits, he can afford the bunker for after the bigger one
hits.
Which is not to go so far as to say that if you buy into ―Joker,‖ the
joke‘s on you. (Except in the long run it really is.) If you live to see Joaquin
Phoenix go to performing extremes like nobody‘s business, this movie really

is the apotheosis of that. As Arthur Fleck, the increasingly unglued street
clown and wannabe stand-up comic down and out in what looks like 1980s
Gotham (although who knows what period detail looks like in fictional
cities), Phoenix flails, dances, laughs maniacally, puts things in his mouth
that shouldn‘t go there, and commits a couple of genuinely ugly and
disgusting crimes with ferocious relish.
Much has been made, by Warner, and I guess DC Comics, of the fact
that this is meant as a ―standalone‖ film that has no narrative connection to
other pictures in the DC Universe, but that‘s having your cake and eating it
too when you still name your lunatic asylum ―Arkham‖ and your cinematic
DC Universe is changing its Batmen every twenty minutes anyway. Maybe
what they really mean is that this is the first and last DC movie that‘s going to
be rated R. A rating it thoroughly earns. The violence in this movie means to
shock, and it does. Fleck‘s alienation in the early scenes evokes Travis
Bickle‘s, but this movie is too chicken-livered to give Fleck Bickle‘s racism,
although it depicts him mostly getting hassled by people of color in the first
third. Fleck is also fixated with a Carson-like talk-show host played by Robert
De Niro, reversing the ―King of Comedy‖ player positions. He also likes the
black woman down the hall from him, played by Zazie Beetz. The casting is
not just meant to give the movie bragging rights on the zeitgeist curve, but to
evoke Diahnne Abbott in both ―Taxi Driver‖ and ―Comedy.‖ Fleck‘s
seemingly successful wooing of the character is a jaw-dropper that had me
thinking Beetz ought to fire her agent, but a late-game clarification makes it
… well, forgivable is not quite the word, but it will do.
As Gotham begins to burn (the civil unrest starts with a garbage
strike), Fleck, who has been taken as a vigilante by much of the city‘s 99%,
doesn‘t quite know what to make of his underground cult stardom. (The city
is beset by rioters in clown makeup and clown masks; because this movie is
rather suddenly behind the curve in ―clowns-are-scary‖ awareness—only
Pennywise gets a special dispensation these days—these sequences look like
―The Revolt of the Juggalos‖ or something equally laughable.) His mom

(Frances Conroy, the poor woman) has been writing letters to her former
employer, the magnate Thomas Wayne, and Arthur opens one of the missives
and reads them, learning something disturbing.
The storyline in and of itself is not a total miss. But once the movie
starts lifting shots from ―A Clockwork Orange‖ (and yes, Phillips and
company got Warners to let them use the Saul Bass studio logo for the
opening credits, in white on red, yet) you know its priorities are less in
entertainment than in generating self-importance. As social commentary,
―Joker‖ is pernicious garbage. But besides the wacky pleasures of Phoenix‘s
performance, it also displays some major movie studio core competencies, in
a not dissimilar way to what ―A Star Is Born‖ presented last year. (Bradley
Cooper is

a

producer.)

The

supporting

players,

including Glenn

Fleshler and Brian Tyree Henry, bring added value to their scenes, and the
whole thing feels like a movie. The final minutes, which will move any
sentient viewer to mutter ―would you just pick a goddamn ending and stick to
it?‖ are likely an indication of what kind of mess we would have had on our
hands had Phillips been left entirely to his own cynical incoherent devices for
the entire runtime. Fortunately, he gets by with a little help from his friends.

APPENDIX II

Joker seemed laugh loudly without something funny or someone making a joke.

Joker laughing loudly after a women ask him to stop bothering her kid.

Joker is shown to have the condition, as a result of which he experiences
uncontrollable bouts of laughter even as he is being cornered by three drunksmen
on subway.

Arthur looked very gloomy and sad, and he looked out of the bus window with his
empty –eyed.

Joker sees the sad-eyed girl staring straight back at him.

Joker look like somber, discouradge, pessimistic, and brooding.

Joker sits on the subway contemplating what just down, face still painted, his bag
on the seat next to him, along with his wig with a discouradged face.

The 15 years-old kids Start making fun (bullying) of him.

Those kids kick Joker compoundly, brutally and vicious.

Arthur is on the subway when he is abused by three city-slicker.

The three Wall Street try to attack him and kick him sadistically.

Joker fires the first guy and blood splattering on the subway wall behind him.

Joker shots the last guy that was attacking him on the subway.

Arthur at the hospital and smothers his mother to death with a pillow.

Joker kills Randal brutally.

Joker kills Franklin with a gun and the audiences run out of the studio.

He is no remorse for killings, impulsively kill another people without thingking
the risks even the law.

Joker feels like there was nothing happen and he starts to meet a doctor in Arkham
State Hospital.

. Inexpressing his feeling, Joker furiously kicking and stomping on something.

The proof that Arthur Fleck clearly had a diagnosis of pseudobulbar affect.

Joker tried to defend him-self from the three drunk men.
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